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PLAN your FINANCIAL WORRIES awayResidents of Oklahoma plan for tornadoes. Just living
there carries a risk of theirhome being swept away by a violent cyclone―so they prepare for the
worst.As a business owner or soon-to-be retiree, you also must plan for the worst.Markets will
fluctuate and investments will falter, but with a plan, you can endurethe trying times.David Stone
has been helping individuals and business owners plan theirfinancial matters since 1992, and in
The Power of a Plan, he shares strategiesyou can use to improve your financial situation now
and plan for the future.Inside, you’ll learn how to:• manage and understand your cash flow•
handle your insurance needs• manage the risk of your investments• oversee real estate
investments• prepare for retirement• implement tax-planning strategies• leave an inheritance to
future generations• identify business succession opportunitiesYou may not be in danger of
tornadoes, but everyone is susceptible to financialruin―with a plan, you can be more prepared
to beat the odds.



In The Power of a Plan, David Stone presents an interesting and informative overview of the
many elements embodied in a comprehensive financial plan. A Certified Financial Planner™
professional with over twenty years’ experience, David describes real-life events and the
benefits when proper planning was in place, as well as the consequences when it wasn’t.
Whether you’re just starting out or have already accumulated substantial wealth, The Power of a
Plan will help you understand the benefit of having your own “Personal CFO.”Richard P. Rojeck,
CFP®Former chairman of the CFP® Board of Standards
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This book is dedicated to Ted Santon and Nick Horn,retired regional CEOs with Lincoln
Financial Advisors, who took a chance on a young, eager MBA graduate from Northern
California in 1992. Their dedication to the “Serve First” philosophy and commitment to the
comprehensive financial-planning process continues to provide a North Star to me as a financial
professional as my staff and I strive to provide five-star service to my clients so they will be able



to experience the Power of a Plan.Table of ContentsFOREWORDAcknowledgmentsAuthor’s
NoteIntroductionHonest Abe and the Power of a PlanChapter 1The Personal CFOChapter 2The
Basics of Cash ManagementChapter 3Managing Risk and Insurance strategiesChapter 4Are
You Sailing or Rowing or Both?Chapter 5Real Estate and Reluctant LandlordsChapter 6A New
Way of Making Retirement More RewardingChapter 7Tax Strategies for the Long-Form
CrowdChapter 8Plans You’ll Never See the End OfChapter 9Generational Wealth
PlanningChapter 10Let’s Talk BusinessConclusionWorry Less, Dream MoreAppendix AWhat Is
an “Accredited Investor”?Appendix BThe Serve First PhilosophyAppendix CThe CreedAppendix
DResourcesAppendix EWait-And-See Buy-Sell AgreementAbout the AuthorFOREWORDIn
1992, my friend David Stone had a dream—or maybe more of a nightmare, as he describes it.
He told me he was at a funeral in the San Francisco Bay Area, where I lived at the time. It wasn’t
just any funeral, it was my funeral! I had left behind my wife, April, and our three small children
under the age of six. This dream had really shaken David.You see, David and I had been best
friends since we were about three years old. We grew up in the same community in Northern
California; attended the same elementary, junior high, and high schools; and attended the same
church. We hung out after school virtually every day. David and I played on the high school
football team together and were on the high school track team together. We were pretty much
inseparable. We were even college roommates at Brigham Young University before we both left
to serve missions for our church from 1983 to 1985. In fact, we even received our mission call
letters on the same day in July 1983, me to North Carolina and David to South Africa. When we
returned to California, we both headed back to Provo, Utah, to finish college, and yes, we were
roommates again until I met my future wife, and a year later David met his bride. (Side note: we
are both still married to those same amazing women almost thirty years later.) We were in each
other’s weddings. David says that I was his honorary best man but officially chose his younger
brother, and I officially chose my older brother but thought of David as an extra best man,
too.After we were both married and started having kids, we both continued with our education
and graduated from college. I went into the technology industry, and David went into finance. In
fact, April and I became one of David’s first financial-planning clients shortly after he graduated
from MBA school. It was during this first financial-planning experience that David told me about
his dream/nightmare. As David describes it, he found himself in the dream attending my funeral.
It freaked him out. Here he was at my funeral, and he said that everyone, I mean everyone, was
coming up to him and expressing sorrow for the loss of his best friend, and then everyone asked
David the same question. Over and over, again and again, every one of our friends from high
school, college, our church, our families asked David the same question: “April and the kids are
going to be okay, right!?”David had this dream around the time he was in the middle of designing
our first financial plan. He had determined that there was a substantial need for life insurance,
and the dream brought home his desire to make sure he was doing the right thing professionally
for me and my family. That says a lot about him. So dedicated to his work that even his
subconscious mind was working to help me do what I needed to do for my family through my



plan. I took his advice and did the things that he recommended to help my family get our
financial-planning foundation organized. It has been an ongoing process over the years. You
see, doing financial planning on a comprehensive basis is not a one-time event; it is a process
and an ongoing process at that. And the great news is that I am okay. I didn’t die! And April and
the kids (now six of them, mostly adults with children of their own) are doing just fine, thanks in
part to a guy I often refer to as my personal CFO. You see, over the many years that have
passed, David and his associates have been there for the Feller family and have helped play a
part in some amazing things that have helped us to hang on and grow our small business, which
we started in our basement. That business has now grown into a very successful business
enterprise.I hope you will find this book helpful as you try to figure out how best to build and
protect your personal wealth. One thing is for sure, David Stone truly believes in the Power of a
Plan. As a man of integrity, loyalty, and professionalism, he has also helped us see the value in
the Power of a Plan as well. Hopefully you will take advantage of the concepts in this book to
help you get your financial house in order. Enjoy!Kirk M. FellerPresident & CEOWinner of “CES
Innovations Award”#436 of the Inc. 500 “Fastest Growing Companies in America”Winner of
“International Service Excellence Award” by CSIAAcknowledgmentsWriting a book is a huge
undertaking, and I cannot begin to express the gratitude I have for so many individuals who have
impacted my life personally and professionally throughout this process. Each has made
significant contributions to this process, my professional career, or both. I thank them for making
such an impact on me.To my wife, Sabrina, who made me laugh when she commented after
reading the draft of the first chapter, “The book is way more interesting than I thought it was
going to be.” Sabrina has been so supportive throughout my professional career. I never could
have taken on this project without my best friend keeping me grounded and focused on the
things that are most important. She truly is my best friend and the best spouse anyone could ask
for. I am the luckiest man in the world because of her.To my children, Katelyn, Chandler, Carli,
Summer, and Colton; my son-in-law, Marcus; and my grandchildren Georgia and Remington, for
showing me love. I appreciate their support and motivation to follow my dreams and their giving
me soccer teams to coach and Boy Scout troops to serve. They are such a joy to be around and
make life as their father a great blessing.To my mother, Patricia, and my father, Ronald V. “Bud,”
who raised me to understand the importance of trust, integrity, and service. Their examples of
service continue to inspire in me a great desire to serve others in my church and community,
both personally and professionally. The fact that my parents, being successful business owners
themselves, waited three years before they actually hired me back in 1995 motivated me to build
a practice that would truly provide the type of quality professional advice that business owners
and professionals desired. (Since Stone Consulting Group remains in business after all these
years, I believe we must be doing something right.)To my clients, who have provided and
continue to provide my professional associates and me the opportunity to give advice and
access to the financial marketplace. You help me to fulfill a saying my grandmother used to
quote often while I was growing up: “It is better to be trusted than to be loved.” Thank you for the



trust that you have placed in me and the opportunity to educate and serve you. Providing service
focused on your hopes and dreams brings enormous professional satisfaction to me and
everyone on my team.To the former employees and financial-planning associates who have
been a part of Stone Consulting Group over the years. Your dedication to clients, service, and
professionalism, along with your insight and feedback, has meant a great deal to me and has
helped me to grow personally and professionally. I could not have done this alone.To Leslie
Eriksson, former employee of Stone Consulting Group, thank you for coming up with the “Power
of a Plan” as a creative way to communicate what is special about our planning-focused
relationship with our clients.To Kerri Self and Dana Vega, whose patience and professionalism
have been amazing while I have been putting much of my energy into writing this book. Your
encouragement as each of you assisted with proofreading the multiple drafts of this book has
been amazing. I am thankful to you for keeping the business running smoothly while I was
somewhat preoccupied with putting The Power of a Plan into words.To Tom Christensen,
regional director of planning with Lincoln Financial Advisors in San Ramon, California, and his
predecessors over the past twenty-plus years, who have provided me with the plan
manufacturing and collaboration needed to help my clients experience the Power of a Plan. His
professionalism and creativity have been excellent as we work together to create hundreds of
customized business and financial plans for our clients. As we work together and collaborate on
our clients’ comprehensive financial and business plans, it feels like 1 + 1 = 3!To the members of
The Resource Group (TRG) and its current board of directors, for the support I received as
chairman of the board. The professional collaboration since 2002 has been an invaluable part of
learning and understanding unique and alternative strategies to benefit my clients. To Larry
Phillips, former CEO of TRG, and Hilary Dietz, executive director of TRG, for their amazing
support to me personally while I served on committees and as chairman. To Anne Machesky,
current chairman, and Stu Viets, former chairman, for their leadership and teamwork on the TRG
executive committee.To Ted Santon, Nick Horn, Aaron Jeung, Briggs Matsko, Celeste Gurule,
John Mullen, Bob Waldron, Chris McClure, Michael Strohl, Bill Fortner, Madelyn Dreyer, Lauren
Farasati, and the rest of the individual managers and trainers throughout my career at Lincoln
Financial Advisors, who have supported me and trained me on the technical aspects of
comprehensive financial planning and have given me a deep understanding of the planning
process.To Russ Jones, Doug Richmond, and Bill Wright, the executive directors and managers
of Sagemark Consulting Private Wealth Services, who have provided me with advanced
education and processes to deliver an exceptional client experience. To Amy Leavitt, who as a
successful practitioner helped provide me with a long-term vision for Stone Consulting Group. I
am grateful to all of them and for their ability to teach me the appropriate way to clearly
communicate the merits of financial and business owner planning to our prospective and
existing clientele. The comprehensive financial-planning process with Lincoln Financial Advisors
and Sagemark Consulting helped us shape our planning processes at Stone Consulting
Group.And finally, to my editor, Howard Goldberg, whose decades of professional experience as



an editor, manager, and journalist have been extremely important to me as a first-time author.As
I worked to provide you, the reader, an opportunity to learn and benefit from the concepts of my
years of experience in the financial services industry, my greatest desire was for you to
personally experience the Power of a Plan. I also thank the rest of the team at my publisher,
Advantage Media, for their encouragement, support, and patience as we worked to meet the
deadlines and provide you an interesting and helpful book.Author’s NoteThe privacy of my
clients and of other families dealing with the personal issues discussed in this book are of the
utmost importance to me. For this reason, names and some other identifying details of several
people whose stories are contained in these pages have been changed to protect their identity.
In addition, the examples provided for this book are specific to those individuals and families and
may not necessarily represent the experiences of all clients.IntroductionHonest Abe and the
Power of a PlanIn 1905, Robert Todd Lincoln, the son of Abraham Lincoln, was approached by a
group of investors from Indiana. These gentlemen, one of whom was an attorney by the name of
Arthur Hall, had a desire to create a company named after Abraham Lincoln. In fact, they were
interested in not only using his name but also using his likeness on their letterhead. They had a
desire to use a photo of Honest Abe for the public to connect President Lincoln and his
reputation as a man of integrity to the financial services that they would provide. Robert Todd
Lincoln responded to their request by sending the letter aside on August 3, 1905.In addition to
approving the name of the company and his father’s likeness to be used on the company
letterhead, Robert Todd Lincoln attached an original photo of the former president. This photo
was one that Robert regarded as a “very good photograph of him.” Rumor has it that this photo
was used as a reference by the Federal Reserve when adding President Lincoln’s likeness to the
five-dollar bill in the 1920s.After receiving approval from the Lincoln family, Arthur Hall and the
rest of the original investors started Lincoln National Life Insurance Company. Over the next
century, the company evolved into what is known today as Lincoln Financial Group, a Fortune
500 company that trades as Lincoln National Corp., ticker LNC, on the New York Stock
Exchange.What does Abraham Lincoln have to do with financial planning or having a Personal
CFO? After graduating with a BS in business management from the Marriott School of
Management at BYU in 1988 and a master’s degree in business administration (MBA) from
California State University, Sacramento in 1992, I was introduced to Lincoln. Of course, I mean
Lincoln the company. In that interview, I was told about a unique concept that wasn’t very
common at that time—professional consulting that included providing financial advice to
individuals and business owners through a comprehensive analysis called financial
planning.What Is Financial Planning?After interviewing with fifteen different financial companies,
from banks to wire houses to insurance companies to consulting firms, I determined that this
“financial-planning” idea sounded perfect based on my education and life experience. This
would become the career I would build over the next two decades and beyond. As I continued
my research, I found that the definition of “financial planning” differed among companies. Some
companies defined it exclusively as investment management. Some focused on the importance



of insurance products and why they were a critical part of financial planning. Others looked at the
benefits of tax planning or estate planning as the most important focus of their business. It
intrigued me that companies defined it in so many different ways, and I recognized the merits in
all of the different companies’ areas of focus.Separately, each provided benefits to the
consumer, but it seemed like they all needed to be interconnected in some way. For example, tax
planning was impacted by investment decisions, and the legal aspects of estate planning and
asset protection were also impacted by choices made regarding life insurance ownership and
beneficiaries as well as choices regarding real estate or other investments.After some research,
I found that there was a financial-planning organization called the CFP® Board of Standards.
CFP® stands for Certified Financial Planner™. This group, founded in 1985, had a definition of
financial planning that was to bring all of these different areas of expertise into one
comprehensive plan to benefit the consumer. Affiliating with a company that thought everything
should be coordinated between advisors to maximize the possibility for success seemed to me
like the best choice. Of the fifteen different companies I interviewed with, there was only one, at
the time, that explained their definition of financial planning to me like what I read from the CFP®
Board of Standards.In 1992, I chose to accept an offer from what is now known as Lincoln
Financial Advisors, a subsidiary company of the organization that Arthur Hall and a handful of
other businessmen in Indiana started in 1905. The main reason I decided to join this company
was that they educated me about the importance of incorporating nearly every aspect of
financial planning and the importance of coordinating that effort with the client’s other legal and
tax professionals. I was also impressed with how important it was to focus on doing whatever
was in the best interest of the client and not the planner or the company.Eventually, I was taught
the “Serve First” philosophy (see Appendix B) and “The Creed” (see Appendix C) that state that
a financial advisor should be focused on the client’s needs by serving them first, last, and
always. This had been a foundation of Lincoln’s financial planning group since Stuart Smith, a
legendary financial advisor and manager of a company that would later merge with Lincoln,
created it in the 1940s. In 2005, I received what’s called the Stuart Smith Award from the Lincoln
Financial Advisors Pacific Regional Planning Group. The award is given to the advisor in
Northern California, Oregon, Washington, or Alaska whose business practices most closely
represent the Serve First philosophy. The honor caught me completely off guard but helped me
and my staff recognize that, even inside of Lincoln, our planning philosophy was
appreciated.After all these years, Stone Consulting Group still uses Lincoln Financial Advisors
as our Registered Investment Advisory firm in addition to acting as our broker-dealer. With Stone
Consulting Group, our clients get the personal attention of a boutique firm and the support of a
company that has more that $200 billion in assets under management and who’s parent
company (LFG) has been around for more than one hundred years.I have written The Power of a
Plan to help you understand the tremendous potential of comprehensive financial planning.
Since 1992, I have incorporated this cross-disciplinary, collaborative approach into my
professional practice. We like to refer to this approach as the Personal Chief Financial Officer or



the “Personal CFO,” You will find “the Personal CFO” concept and this comprehensive approach
to planning described throughout the following chapters.I hope this book helps you better
understand the benefits of having an advisor who thinks like a “Personal CFO.” In addition, I
believe that each chapter will help you recognize the Power of a Plan in your own situation.
Because of my professional affiliation with Lincoln and my association with the members of The
Resource Group1, I work with advisors throughout the country who believe and serve their
clients like a Personal CFO. We often collaborate as we work with different individuals and
business owners throughout the United States.Since I will be referring to the practices of my own
firm throughout the book, here’s a little additional background about my firm.Stone Consulting
Group was established in 2005 and is located in Roseville, California, a prosperous suburban
city northeast of Sacramento. The atmosphere in my office is far from Wall Street. It’s all warm
colors, smiles, and personal greetings. We’re in professional suites that overlook an upscale
outdoor shopping mall; our clients really enjoy this fun and relaxing atmosphere. I’m an educator
at heart, having spoken at numerous industry and corporate meetings. In addition, I served on
the faculty of the University of California, Davis Extension, teaching other financial planners the
benefits of doing planning on a comprehensive basis. In addition, I love to draw pictures that
might help a client understand the concepts behind what’s happening to their money. This book
is written in the same spirit.Chapter 1The Personal CFOWhat You Should Expect from a
Certified Financial Planner™In my family, sometimes my wife, Sabrina, and I joke around about
our roles. I’m the main breadwinner, which makes me the chief financial officer, or CFO. And of
course Sabrina is the boss, the CEO, and also the chief operating officer, or COO, because she
truly runs our household, and she does it really well. I am not sure how it works in your home, but
this is how it usually goes in the Stone home.Of course, sometimes I think that I am the CEO too.
When that happens, Sabrina likes to remind me of a line in the 2002 movie My Big Fat Greek
Wedding. You know the line already, don’t you? The main character, Toula, is upset because her
father is making her feel guilty for having a desire to leave the family business. He keeps
reminding her that he is the head of the family, and it is making her upset. Her mother hears their
discussion and later says, “Let me tell you something, Toula, the man is the head [of the family],
but the woman is the neck, and she can turn the head any way she wants.” Of course, it never
happens like that in the Stone family.In a business, you, as the owner or senior partner, are
sometimes the CEO, the CFO, and the COO and often more. We all have support from our
employees, but in the end, it is the business owner’s responsibility to make sure that everything
is done right, that your customers are taken care of, and that they love you and the services or
products you provide.In a larger corporation, what is a CFO typically in charge of? A corporate
CFO’s job is to control the cash-flow position throughout the company, to understand the
sources and uses of cash, and to maintain the integrity of those funds. Next most important, the
CFO is responsible for company liabilities. The CFO may oversee department supervision and
employee benefits, coordinating with the human resources department. The CFO may be in
charge of financial relationships or financing or raising capital for the company and making sure



that all financial obligations are paid. The CFO may be in charge of record control or shareholder
relations or even budgeting or expense control.Most smaller businesses and professional
practices may hire a bookkeeper or an accountant but aren’t large enough to justify hiring a
dedicated corporate CFO. In the end, you, the owner, are responsible for your business. The
same is true for your personal needs. The reality is that most successful people truly need a
Personal CFO even if they do or don’t have a corporate CFO.The Financial-Planning Wheel of
FortuneOne of the most popular game shows ever on American television focuses on a roulette-
style wheel of fortune and a puzzle. In real life, solving the puzzle of financial planning isn’t a
game and shouldn’t involve gambling, but you can envision it through a different kind of wheel of
fortune, with you in the center of the wheel.Around the outside of the wheel are all of your
different advisors—CPA, attorney, investment advisor, insurance agent, real estate agent—as
well as all of the other financial issues that you face as someone fortunate enough to enjoy
success in your business or profession. These issues include tax, legal, investment, insurance,
real estate, and generational wealth issues, along with other unique financial-planning areas
depending on your situation. Since you are in the middle of the wheel, you are responsible for
understanding all of the different issues that surround you, your family, and your business or
professional practice. It’s not any one person’s job to oversee the entire financial situation. That’s
where the Personal CFO comes in.
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Joel, “Very insightful about how to take the various aspects of .... Very insightful about how to
take the various aspects of a financial plan and work them all together.It is an concept whose
time has come.”

J. Kevin Best, “David did a fantastic job of taking a difficult idea and breaking it .... David did a
fantastic job of taking a difficult idea and breaking it down into easy to understand chapters.
Thank you very much for writing this!”

David A., “Strong Concept & Interesting Read!. While I only have an elementary knowledge of
financial planning, the progression of information over the first few chapters really introduced the
concept in a way I could understand. You learn about this author as you learn about the topic,
which kept it interesting and relatable. What caught me the most were all of the real-life "case
studies" and how he applied his concept to different situations. I think this book is impactful with
a strong call to action.”

M-W, “It's Never Too Early to Start Planning. What is interesting about this book is that the author
puts one's finances into perspective and each chapter has something for everyone. Listening to
the audio gives you an insight into planning and every chapter has something for everyone. I
started skipping around looking for what was pertinent to my financial situation, but I ended up
reading the whole book simply because it was so well written and interesting. It's a shame I
didn't heed advice from my dad at an early age and start planning sooner. This book can be
read over and over it's so powerful.  Thank you, David.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “5 stars! Great value!. I enjoy learning about finance and preparing for my
future, so I thought I would read a couple chapters. I ended up reading the whole book in 3
days. The writing is very conversational in style which makes it easy and enjoyable to read.
From this book, I now understand how many things I could be doing now, that I am not doing to
insure my comfortable retirement. I now have a completely different outlook on my financial life.
Great value and very inspiring; totally worth purchasing!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “and I appreciate his insight and personal experiences to guide smart and
educated choices. David's style of writing clearly shows that he is a very experienced,
successful, caring businessman who really knows how to help people with their financial
planning. The attractive cover of his book drew me right in, and I appreciate his insight and
personal experiences to guide smart and educated choices.  I highly recommend this book!”

Brooke Clawson, “Best business book of the year. This book holds the key to success in the
business world. Those that can live what this book teaches will be very successful. David Stone



presents this in such an amazing way. A must read for sure”

brad byrns, “It's about the plan! Not the Product!. Simply amazing! David puts complex financial
concepts into plain English and emphasizes the financial planning process. Creating a plan to
meet your financial objects trumps any product or investment that you read in most books.”

The book by David E. Stone has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 18 people have provided feedback.
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